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Abstract
Text summarization aims to generate a short001
summary for an input text. In this work, we002
propose a Non-Autoregressive Unsupervised003
Summarization (NAUS) approach, which does004
not require parallel data for training. Our005
NAUS first performs edit-based search to-006
wards a heuristically defined score, and gener-007
ates a summary as pseudo-groundtruth. Then,008
we train an encoder-only non-autoregressive009
Transformer based on the search result. We010
also propose a dynamic programming ap-011
proach for length-control decoding, which is012
important for the summarization task. Ex-013
periments on two datasets show that NAUS014
achieves state-of-the-art performance for unsu-015
pervised summarization, yet largely improving016
inference efficiency. Further, our algorithm is017
able to perform explicit length-transfer sum-018
mary generation.1019

1 Introduction020

Text summarization is an important natural lan-021

guage processing (NLP) task, aiming at generating022

concise summaries for given texts while preserving023

the key information. It has extensive real-world024

applications such as headline generation (Nenkova025

et al., 2011).026

State-of-the-art text summarization models are027

typically trained in a supervised way with large028

training corpora, comprising pairs of long texts and029

their summaries (Zhang et al., 2020; Aghajanyan030

et al., 2020, 2021). However, such parallel data are031

expensive to obtain, preventing the applications to032

less popular domains and less spoken languages.033

Unsupervised text generation has been attracting034

increasing interest, because it does not require par-035

allel data for training. One widely used approach036

is to compress a long text into a short one, and to037

reconstruct it to the long text by a cycle consis-038

tency loss (Miao and Blunsom, 2016; Wang and039

1Our code is released on real but anonymized repo:
https://github.com/ARR-NAUS/NAUS

Lee, 2018; Baziotis et al., 2019). Due to the in- 040

differentiability of the compressed sentence space, 041

such an approach requires reinforcement learning 042

(or its variants), which makes the training difficult 043

(Kreutzer et al., 2021). 044

Recently, Schumann et al. (2020) propose an 045

edit-based approach for unsupervised summariza- 046

tion. Their model maximizes a scoring function 047

that evaluates the quality (fluency and semantics) 048

of the generated summary, achieving higher perfor- 049

mance than cycle-consistency methods. However, 050

the search approach is slow in inference because 051

hundreds of search steps are needed for each data 052

sample. Moreover, their approach can only select 053

words from the input sentence with the word order 054

preserved. Thus, it is restricted and may gener- 055

ate noisy summaries due to the local optimality of 056

search algorithms. 057

To address the above drawbacks, we propose 058

a Non-Autoregressive approach to Unsupervised 059

Summarization (NAUS). The idea is to perform 060

search as in Schumann et al. (2020) and, inspired 061

by Li et al. (2020), to train a machine learning 062

model to smooth out such noise and to speed up the 063

inference process. Different from Li et al. (2020), 064

we propose to utilize non-autoregressive text gen- 065

erators, which generate all tokens in the output in 066

parallel, based on our following observations: 067

• Non-autoregressive models are several times 068

faster than autoregressive generation, which is im- 069

portant when the system is deployed. 070

• The input and output of the summarization task 071

have a strong correspondence. Non-autoregressive 072

generation supports encoder-only architectures, 073

which can better utilize such input–output cor- 074

respondence and even outperform autoregressive 075

models for summarization. 076

• For non-autoregressive models, we can design 077

a length-control algorithm based on dynamic pro- 078

gramming. This can satisfy the output length con- 079

straint, which is typical in summarization but can- 080
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not be easily achieved with autoregressive models.081

We conducted experiments on Gigaword head-082

line generation (Graff et al., 2003) and DUC2004083

(Over and Yen, 2004) datasets. Experiments show084

that our NAUS achieves state-of-the-art perfor-085

mance on unsupervised summarization; especially,086

it outperforms its teacher (i.e., the search approach),087

confirming that NAUS can indeed smooth out the088

search noise. Regarding inference efficiency, our089

NAUS with truncating is 1000 times more efficient090

than the search approach; even with dynamic pro-091

gramming for length control, NAUS is still 100092

times more efficient than search and several times093

more efficient than autoregressive models. Our094

NAUS is also able to perform length-transfer sum-095

mary generation, i.e., generating summaries of dif-096

ferent lengths from training.097

2 Approach098

In our approach, we first follow Schumann et al.099

(2020) and obtain a summary by discrete search100

towards a heuristically defined objective function101

(§2.1). Then, we propose a non-autoregressive102

model for the summarization task (§2.2). We103

present the training strategy and the proposed104

length-control algorithm in §2.3.105

2.1 Search-Based Summarization106

Consider a given source text x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn).107

The goal of summarization is to find a shorter text108

y = (y1, y2, . . . , ym) as the summary.109

Our work on unsupervised summarization fol-110

lows the recent progress of search-based text gen-111

eration. Schumann et al. (2020) formulate summa-112

rization as word-level extraction (with order pre-113

served), and apply edit-based discrete local search114

to maximize a heuristically designed objective.115

Specifically, the objective function considers116

two aspects: (1) a language fluency score fLM(y),117

given by the reciprocal of a language model’s118

perplexity; and (2) a semantic similarity score119

fSIM(y;x), given by the cosine embeddings. The120

overall objective combines the two aspects as121

f(y;x) = fLM(y) · fSIM(y;x)γ (1)122

where γ is a weighting hyperparameter. Interested123

readers are referred to Schumann et al. (2020) for124

the details of the scoring function.125

Further, the desired summary length can be spec-126

ified as a hard constraint, achieved by searching127

only among sentences of the correct length. Sup-128

pose the desired summary length is T , the approach 129

selects T random words from the input, and max- 130

imizes the scoring function (1) by changing the 131

selection and non-selection of two words. 132

A greedy hill-climbing algorithm determines 133

whether the change is accepted or not. In other 134

words, a change is accepted if the score improves, 135

or rejected otherwise. Such a process continues 136

until a (possibly local) optimum is found. 137

A pilot analysis in Schumann et al. (2020) shows 138

that words largely overlap between a source text 139

and its summary. This explains the high perfor- 140

mance of such a word extraction approach, being 141

a state-of-the-art unsupervised summarization sys- 142

tem and outperforming strong competitors, e.g., 143

cycle consistency (Wang and Lee, 2018; Baziotis 144

et al., 2019). 145

2.2 Non-Autoregressive Model for 146

Summarization 147

Despite the high performance, such edit-based 148

search has several drawbacks. First, the search 149

process is slow because hundreds of local search 150

steps are needed to obtain a high-quality summary. 151

Second, their approach only extracts the original 152

words with order preserved. Therefore, the gener- 153

ated summary is restricted and may be noisy. 154

To this end, we propose a Non-Autoregressive 155

approach to Unsupervised Summarization (NAUS) 156

by learning from the search results. In this way, 157

the machine learning model can smooth out the 158

search noise and is much faster, largely alleviat- 159

ing the drawbacks of search-based summarization. 160

Compared with training an autoregressive model 161

from search (Li et al., 2020), non-autoregressive 162

generation predicts all the words in parallel, further 163

improving inference efficiency by several times. 164

Moreover, a non-autoregressive model enables 165

us to design an encoder-only architecture, which is 166

more suited to the summarization task due to the 167

strong correspondence between input and output, 168

which cannot be fully utilized by encoder–decoder 169

models, especially autoregressive ones. 170

Specifically, we propose to use multi-layer 171

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) as the non- 172

autoregressive architecture for summarization. 173

Each Transformer layer is composed of a multi- 174

head attention sublayer and a feed-forward sub- 175

layer. Additionally, there is a residual connection 176

in each sublayer, followed by layer normalization. 177

Let X(n) ∈ RT×d be representation at the nth 178
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Figure 1: The overview of our NAUS approach.

layer, where T is the number of words and d is the179

dimension. Specially, the input layer X(0) is the180

embeddings of words. Suppose we have h atten-181

tion heads. The output of the ith head in the nth182

attention sublayer is A(n)
i = softmax

(
QiK

>
i√

dk

)
Vi,183

where Qi, Ki, and Vi are matrices calculated by184

three distinct multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) from185

X(n−1); dk is the attention dimension.186

Multiple attention heads are then concatenated:187

A(n) = Concat
(
A

(n)
1 , . . . , A

(n)
h

)
WO188

where WO ∈ Rd×d is a weight matrix.189

Then, we have a residual connection and layer190

normalization by191

Ā(n) = LayerNorm
(
X(n−1) +A(n)

)
(2)192

Further, an MLP sublayer processes Ā(n), followed193

by residual connection and layer normalization,194

yielding the nth layer’s representation195

X(n) = LayerNorm
(
Ā(n) + MLP(Ā(n))

)
(3)196

The last layer X(N) is fed to softmax to pre-197

dict the summary in a non-autoregressive manner,198

that is, the probability at the tth step is given by199

softmax(Wx
(N)
t ), where x

(N)
t is the tth row of200

the matrix X(N) and W is the softmax weight.201

It is emphasized that, in the vocabulary, we in-202

clude a special blank token ε, which is handled by203

dynamic programming during both training and in-204

ference (§2.3). This enables us to generate a shorter205

summary than the input with such a multi-layer206

Transformer.207

Our model can be thought of as an encoder-208

only architecture, differing from a typical encoder–209

decoder model with cross attention (Vaswani et al.,210

2017; Baziotis et al., 2019; Zhou and Rush, 2019).211

Previously, Su et al. (2021) propose a seemingly212

similar model to us, but put multiple end-of-213

sequence (EOS) tokens at the end of the generation; 214

thus, they are unable to maintain the correspon- 215

dence between input and output. Instead, we allow 216

blank tokens scattering over the entire sentence; 217

thus, the residual connections in Eqns (2) and (3) 218

can better utilize such input–output correspondence 219

for summarization. 220

2.3 Training and Inference 221

In this section, we first introduce the Connectionist 222

Temporal Classification (CTC) training. Then, we 223

propose a length-control decoding approach for 224

summary generation. 225

CTC Training. The Connectionist Temporal 226

Classification (CTC, Graves et al., 2006) algorithm 227

allows a special blank token ε in the vocabulary, 228

and uses dynamic programming to marginalize out 229

such blank tokens. In addition, non-autoregressive 230

generation suffers from a common problem that 231

words may be repeated in consecutive steps (Gu 232

et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018); thus, CTC merges 233

repeated words unless separated by ε. For example, 234

the sequence of tokens aεεaabbε is reduced to the 235

text aab, denoted by Γ(aεεaabbε) = aab. The 236

CTC training is by maximum marginal likelihood 237

estimation, treating the predictors as unobserved 238

latent variables. 239

Concretely, the likelihood is marginalized over 240

all possible fillings of ε, i.e., all possible token 241

sequences that are reduced to the groundtruth text: 242

P (y|x) =
∑

w:Γ(w)=y
P (w|x) (4) 243

where P (w|x) is the probability of generating a 244

sequence of tokens w. Although enumerating every 245

candidate in {w : Γ(w) = y} is intractable, such 246

marginalization fortunately can be computed by 247

dynamic programming in an efficient way. 248

Let αs,t =
∑

w1:s:Γ(w1:s)=y1:t
P (w1:s|x) be the 249

marginal probability of generating y1:t up to the 250
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sth decoding slot. Moreover, αs,0 is defined to be251

the probability that w1:s is all ε, thus not having252

matched any word in y. The αs,t variable can be253

further decomposed into two terms αs,t = αεs,t +254

α¬εs,t, where the first term is such probability with255

ws = ε, and the second term ws 6= ε. Apparently,256

the initialization of α variables is257

αε1,0 = P (w1 = ε|x) (5)258

α¬ε1,1 = P (w1 = y1|x) (6)259

αε1,t = 0,∀t ≥ 1 (7)260

α¬ε1,t = 0,∀t > 1 or t = 0 (8)261

Eqn. (7) is because, at the first prediction slot, the262

empty token ε does not match any target words;263

Eqn. (8) is because the predicted non-ε first token264

must match exactly the first target word.265

The recursion formula for αεs,t is266

αεs,t = αs,t−1P (wt = ε|x)267

since the newly predicted token ε with probabil-268

ity P (wt = ε|x) does not match any target word,269

inheriting αs,t−1.270

The recursion formula for α¬εs,t is271

α¬εs,t =


(
αεs−1,t−1 + α¬εs−1,t

)
P (ws = yt|x),

if yt = yt−1

αs−1,t−1P (ws = yt|x), otherwise.
272

Here, ws is not ε, so we must have ws = yt, having273

the predicted probability P (ws = yt|x).274

If yt = yt−1, then we have two sub-cases: first,275

w1:s−1 is reduced to y1:t−1 with ws−1 = ε separat-276

ing two repeating words in y, having probability277

αεs−1,t−1; or second, w1:s−1 is reduced to y1:t with278

ws−1 = yt 6= ε, having probability α¬εs−1, which279

implies we are merging ws−1 and ws.280

If yt 6= yt−1, then we only require ws−1 is281

reduced to yt−1, where ws−1 can be either ε or282

non-ε. This is given by probability αs−1,t−1 =283

αεs−1,t−1 + α¬εs−1,t−1.284

Finally, α|w|,|y| is the marginal probability in285

Eqn. (4), as it is the probability that the entire gen-286

erated sequence matches the entire target text.287

The CTC maximum likelihood estimation is to288

maximize the marginal probability, which is equiv-289

alent to minimizing the loss −α|w|,|y|. Since the290

dynamic programming formulas are differentiable,291

the entire model can be trained by backpropagation292

in an end-to-end manner with auto-differentiation293

tools (such as PyTorch).294

Length-Control Inference. Controlling output295
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Figure 2: Illustration of our length-control algorithm.

length is the nature of the summarization task, for 296

example, displaying a short news headline on a mo- 297

bile device. Moreover, Schumann et al. (2020) 298

show that the main evaluation metric ROUGE 299

(Lin, 2004) is sensitive to the summary length, and 300

longer summaries tend to achieve higher ROUGE 301

scores. Thus, it is crucial to control the summary 302

length for fair comparison. 303

We propose a length-control algorithm by dy- 304

namic programming (DP), following the nature of 305

CTC training. However, our DP is an approximate 306

algorithm because of the dependencies introduced 307

by removing consecutive repeated tokens. Thus, 308

we equip our DP with a beam search mechanism. 309

We define Bs,t to be a set of top-B sequences 310

with s predicted tokens that are reduced to t words. 311

Bs,t is constructed by three scenarios. 312

First, the blank token ε is predicted for the sth 313

generation slot, and thus the summary length t re- 314

mains the same, shown by the blue arrow in Fig- 315

ure 2. This yields a set of candidates 316

B
(1)
s,t =

{
b⊕ ε |b ∈ Bs−1,t

}
(9) 317

where ⊕ refers to string/token concatenation. 318

Second, a repeated word is predicted for the sth 319

generation slot, i.e., bs−1 for a subsequence b of 320

length s−1. In this case, the summary length t also 321

remains the same, also shown in the blue arrow in 322

Figure 2. This gives a candidate set 323

B
(2)
s,t =

{
b⊕ bs−1 |b ∈ Bs−1,t

}
(10) 324

Third, a non-ε, non-repeating word ws is gener- 325

ated, increasing the summary length from t− 1 to 326

t, shown by the red arrow in Figure 2. This gives 327

B
(3)
s,t =

{
b⊕ w∗ |b ∈ Bs−1,t−1, 328

w∗ = argmax
ws 6=ε,ws 6=bs−1

P (ws|x)
}

(11) 329

Based on the three candidates sets, we select top-B 330

sequences to keep the beam size fixed: 331

Bs,t = topB(B
(1)
s,t ∪B

(2)
s,t ∪B

(3)
s,t ) (12) 332

where topB ranks the sequences by their predicted 333

joint probabilities. 334
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Theorem 1. (1) If repeating tokens are not merged,335

then the proposed length-control algorithm with336

beam size B = 1 finds the exact optimum BS,T337

being the most probable length-T sentence given338

by S prediction slots. (2) If we merge repeating339

tokens predicted by CTC-trained models, the above340

algorithm may not be exact.341

Appendix A presents the proof of the theorem342

and provides a more detailed analysis, showing343

that our length-control algorithm, although being344

approximate inference, can generate a summary of345

the desired length properly. Compared with trun-346

cating an overlength output, our approach is able347

to generate more fluent and complete sentences.348

Also, our length-control algorithm is different from349

conventional beam search, shown in Appendix C.350

3 Experiments351

3.1 Setup352

Datasets. We evaluated our NAUS model on Giga-353

word headline generation and DUC2004 datasets.354

The head generation dataset (Rush et al., 2015)355

is constructed from the Gigaword news corpus356

(Graff et al., 2003), where the first sentence of a357

news article is considered as input text and the358

news title is considered as the summary. The359

dataset contains 3.8M/198K/1951 samples for train-360

ing/validation/test. Based on the curve in Ap-361

pendix B, we used 3M samples for training NAUS.362

It should be emphasized that, when NAUS learns363

from search, we only use the input of the training364

corpus: we perform search (Schumann et al., 2020)365

for each input, and train our NAUS from the search366

results. Therefore, we do not utilize any labeled367

parallel data, and our approach is unsupervised.368

Moreover, we considered two settings with de-369

sired summary lengths of 8 and 10, following Schu-370

mann et al. (2020). Our NAUS is trained from371

respective search results.372

The DUC2004 dataset (Over and Yen, 2004) is373

designed for testing only with 500 samples, where374

we also take the first sentence of an article as the375

input text. Our NAUS is transferred from the above376

headline generation corpus. Based on the length377

of DUC2004 summaries, we trained NAUS from378

search results with 13 words, also following Schu-379

mann et al. (2020) for fair comparison.380

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluated the quality381

of predicted summaries by ROUGE scores (Lin,382

2004), which are the most widely used metrics383

in previous work (Wang and Lee, 2018; Baziotis384

et al., 2019; Zhou and Rush, 2019). Specifically, 385

ROUGE-n evaluates n-gram overlap between a 386

predicted summary and its reference summary; 387

ROUGE-L, instead, measures the longest common 388

sequence between the predicted and reference sum- 389

maries. 390

Different ROUGE variants are adopted in previ- 391

ous work, depending on the dataset. We followed 392

the standard evaluation scripts and evaluated head- 393

line generation by ROUGE F1 (Wang and Lee, 394

2018; Baziotis et al., 2019; Schumann et al., 2020) 395

and DUC2004 by Truncate ROUGE Recall (Dorr 396

et al., 2003; West et al., 2019). 397

In addition to summary quality, we also evalu- 398

ated inference efficiency of different methods, as 399

it is important for the deployment of deep learning 400

models in real-time applications. We report the 401

average inference time in seconds for each data 402

sample, and compare the speedup with Schumann 403

et al. (2020)’s search approach, which achieves 404

(previous) state-of-the-art ROUGE scores. Our ex- 405

periments were conducted on an i9-9940X CPU 406

and an RTX6000 graphic card. Other implementa- 407

tion details are presented in Appendix B. 408

3.2 Results and Analyses 409

Main Results. Table 1 presents the performance of 410

our model and baselines on the Gigaword headline 411

test set. For a fair comparison, we categorize all 412

approaches by average summary lengths of ~8 and 413

~10 into Groups A and B, respectively. 414

The Lead baseline extracts the first several words 415

of the input sentence. Despite its simplicity, the 416

Lead approach is a strong summarization baseline 417

adopted in most previous work (Févry and Phang, 418

2018; Baziotis et al., 2019). 419

Wang and Lee (2018) utilize cycle consis- 420

tency (Miao and Blunsom, 2016) for unsupervised 421

summarization; Zhou and Rush (2019) perform 422

beam search towards a step-by-step decomposable 423

score of fluency and contextual matching. Both are 424

unable to explicitly control the summary length: 425

in a fair comparison of length 10 (Group B, Ta- 426

ble 1), their performance is worse than the (pre- 427

vious) state-of-the-art approach (Schumann et al., 428

2020),2 which performs edit-based local search. 429

Our NAUS approach follows Schumann et al. 430

2Schumann et al. (2020) present a few variants that use
additional datasets for training language models (in an unsu-
pervised way). In our study, we focus on the setting without
data augmentation, i.e., the language model is trained on non-
parallel the Gigawords corpus.
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Group # Approach Len
ROUGE F1

Inf.Time Speedup
R-1 R-2 R-L ∆R

A
(desired
length 8)

1 Baseline Lead (8 words)† 7.9 21.39 7.42 20.03 -11.12 – –
2

Search
Schumann et al. (2020)† 7.9 26.32 9.63 24.19 0.18 – –

3 Our replication 7.9 26.17 9.69 24.10 0 6.846 1x
4

Learn from
search

Su et al. (2021) 7.7 26.88 9.37 24.54 0.83 0.017 403x
5 NAUS (truncate) 7.8 27.27 9.49 24.96 1.76 0.005 1369x
6 NAUS (length control) 7.8 27.94 9.24 25.51 2.73 0.041 167x

B
(desired

length 10)

7
Baseline

Lead (10 words)† 9.8 23.03 7.95 21.29 -10.2 – –
8 Wang and Lee (2018)† 10.8 27.29 10.01 24.59 -0.58 – –
9 Zhou and Rush (2019)† 9.3 26.48 10.05 24.41 -1.53 – –
10

Search
Schumann et al. (2020)† 9.8 27.52 10.27 24.91 0.23 – –

11 Our replication 9.8 27.35 10.25 24.87 0 9.217 1x
12

Learn from
search

Su et al. (2021) 9.4 27.86 9.88 25.51 0.78 0.020 461x
13 NAUS (truncate) 9.8 28.24 10.04 25.40 1.21 0.005 1843x
14 NAUS (length control) 9.8 28.55 9.97 25.78 1.83 0.044 210x

Table 1: Results on the Gigaword headline generation test set. Len: Average length of predicted summaries. R-1,
R-2, R-L: ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L. ∆R: The difference of total ROUGE (sum of R-1, R-2, and R-L)
in comparison with the (previous) state-of-the-art search method under replication. Inf.Time: Average inference
time in seconds for one sample on an i9-9940X CPU and a RTX6000 GPU. Speedup: Relative to Schumann et al.
(2020). †Results quoted from previous papers; others are given by our experiments.

(2020), but trains a non-autoregressive model from431

search results. We consider two settings for con-432

trolling the summary length: truncating longer433

summaries and decoding with our proposed length-434

control algorithm. Both of our variants outperform435

Schumann et al. (2020) by 1.21–2.73 in terms of the436

total ROUGE score (Rows 5–6 & 13–14, Table 1).437

As mentioned, Schumann et al. (2020) only extracts438

original words with order preserved, yielding noisy439

sentences. Our NAUS, as a student, learns from the440

search-based teacher model and is able to smooth441

out its noise. This is a compelling result, as our442

student model outperforms its teacher.443

Regarding inference efficiency, our NAUS444

method with truncating is more than 1300 times445

faster than Schumann et al. (2020), because we446

do not need iterative search. Even with dynamic447

programming and beam search for length control,448

NAUS is still over 100 times faster. This shows our449

NAUS is extremely efficient in inference, which is450

important for real-time applications.451

Although the efficiency of Wang and Lee (2018)452

and Zhou and Rush (2019) is not available, we453

still expect our approach to be a few times faster454

(despite our higher ROUGE scores) because their455

models are autoregressive. By contrast, our NAUS456

is non-autoregressive, meaning that it predicts all457

words simultaneously. We will provide a con-458

trolled comparison between autoregressive and non-459

autoregressive models in Table 3.460

Table 2 shows the results on the DUC2004461

Model
ROUGE Recall

Time Speedup
R-1 R-2 R-L ∆R

Lead (75 characters)† 22.50 6.49 19.72 -8.34 – –
Zajic et al. (2004)† 25.12 6.46 20.12 -5.35 – –

Baziotis et al. (2019)† 22.13 6.18 19.30 -9.44 – –
West et al. (2019)† 22.85 5.71 19.87 -8.62 – –

Schumann et al. (2020)† 26.04 8.06 22.90 -0.05 – –
Our replication 26.14 8.03 22.88 0 12.314 1x
Su et al. (2021) 26.25 7.66 22.83 -0.31 0.022 559x

NAUS (truncate) 26.52 7.88 22.91 0.26 0.005 2463x
NAUS (length control) 26.71 7.68 23.06 0.40 0.048 257x

Table 2: Results on the DUC2004 dataset. †Quoted
from previous papers.

dataset. The cycle-consistency approach (Bazio- 462

tis et al., 2019; West et al., 2019) does not per- 463

form well on this dataset, outperformed by an 464

early rule-based syntax tree trimming approach (Za- 465

jic et al., 2004) and the state-of-the-art edit-based 466

search (Schumann et al., 2020). 467

The performance of our NAUS model is con- 468

sistent with Table 1, outperforming all previous 469

methods in terms of the total ROUGE score, and 470

being 100–1000 times faster than the search ap- 471

proach (Schumann et al., 2020). 472

In general, the proposed NAUS not only achieves 473

state-of-the-art ROUGE scores for unsupervised 474

summarization, but also is more efficient when de- 475

ployed. Results are consistent on both datasets, 476

demonstrating the generality of our NAUS. 477

In-Depth Analyses. We conduct in-depth anal- 478

yses on the proposed NAUS model in Table 3. Due 479

to the limit of time and space, we chose the Giga- 480

word headline generation as our testbed. All the 481
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autoregressive (AR) and non-autoregressive (NAR)482

variants learn from the search output of our replica-483

tion (Rows 2 & 11), where we achieve very close484

results to those reported in Schumann et al. (2020).485

We first tried vanilla encoder–decoder NAR486

Transformer (Rows 4 & 13, Gu et al., 2018), where487

we set the number of decoding slots as the de-488

sired summary length and thus length-control is489

not needed. As seen, a vanilla NAR model does490

not perform well, and CTC largely outperforms491

vanilla NAR in both groups (Rows 5–6 & 14–15).492

Such results are highly consistent with the trans-493

lation literature (Saharia et al., 2020; Chan et al.,494

2020; Gu and Kong, 2021; Qian et al., 2021).495

The proposed encoder-only NAUS model out-496

performs encoder–decoder ones in both groups in497

terms of the total ROUGE score, when the sum-498

mary length is controlled by either truncating or499

length-control decoding (Rows 8–9 & 17–18). Pro-500

foundly, our non-autoregressive NAUS is even501

better than the autoregressive Transformer (Rows502

3 & 12) . We also experimented with previous503

non-autoregressive work for supervised summa-504

rization (Su et al., 2021)3 in our learning-from-505

search setting. Although their approach appears to506

be encoder-only, it adds end-of-sequence (EOS) to-507

kens at the end of the generation, and thus is unable508

to utilize the input–output correspondence. Their509

performance is higher than vanilla NAR models,510

but lower than ours. By contrast, NAUS is able to511

capture such correspondence with the residual con-512

nections, i.e., Eqns. (2) and (3), in its encoder-only513

architecture.514

Generally, the efficiency of encoder-only NAR4515

(without length-control decoding) is ~2 times faster516

than encoder–decoder NAR and ~20 times faster517

than the AR Transformer.518

Further, our length-control decoding improves519

the total ROUGE score, compared with truncating,520

for both encoder–decoder CTC and encoder-only521

NAUS models (Rows 6, 9, 15, & 18), although its522

dynamic programming is slower. Nevertheless, our523

non-autoregressive NAUS with length control is524

~200 times faster than search and ~3 times faster525

3To the best of our knowledge, the other two non-
autoregressive supervised summarization models are Yang
et al. (2021) and Qi et al. (2021). Their code and pretrained
models are not available, making replication difficult.

4The standard minimal encoder–decoder NAR model has
6 layers for the encoder and another 6 layers for the de-
coder (Vaswani et al., 2017). Our NAUS only has a 6-layer
encoder. Our pilot study shows that more layers do not further
improve performance in our encoder-only architecture.

# Approach
ROUGE Recall

Speedup
R-1 R-2 R-L ∆R

Group A (desired length 8)
1

Search
Schumann et al. 26.32 9.63 24.19 0.18 –

2 Our replication 26.17 9.69 24.10 0 1x
3 AR Transformer (T) 26.65 9.51 24.67 0.87 58x
4

NAR
enc-dec

Vanilla 24.87 8.33 22.74 -4.02 571x
5 CTC (T) 27.30 9.20 24.96 1.5 571x
6 CTC (LC) 27.76 9.13 25.33 2.26 149x
7

NAR
enc-only

Su et al. (2021) 26.88 9.37 24.54 0.83 403x
8 Our NAUS (T) 27.27 9.49 24.96 1.76 1396x
9 Our NAUS (LC) 27.94 9.24 25.51 2.73 167x

Group B (desired length 10)
10

Search
Schumann et al. 27.52 10.27 24.91 0.23 –

11 Our replication 27.35 10.25 24.87 0 1x
12 AR Transformer (T) 27.06 9.63 24.55 -1.23 66x
13

NAR
enc-dec

Vanilla 25.77 8.69 23.52 -4.49 709x
14 CTC (T) 28.14 10.07 25.37 1.11 709x
15 CTC (LC) 28.45 9.81 25.63 1.42 192x
16

NAR
enc-only

Su et al. (2021) 27.86 9.88 25.51 0.78 461x
17 Our NAUS (T) 28.24 10.04 25.40 1.21 1843x
18 Our NAUS (LC) 28.55 9.97 25.78 1.83 210x

Table 3: Model analysis on headline generation.
AR: Autoregressive models. NAR enc-dec: Non-
autoregressive encoder–decoder. NAR enc-only: Non-
autoregressive encoder-only. T: Truncating. LC:
Length control. All AR and NAR models use the Trans-
former architecture.

Decoding Wins Ties Loses p-val

Overall quality
Truncate 18.6% 40.6% 40.6%

0.0004
Length control 40.6% 40.6% 18.6%

Completeness
& fluency

Truncate 24.6% 26.6% 48.6%
0.0005

Length control 48.6% 26.6% 24.6%

Table 4: Human evaluation comparing truncating and
length control for our NAUS model on 50 samples in
the Gigaword headline generation task. The results are
statistically significant, where the p-value is given by a
one-sided binomial test.

than the AR Transformer. 526

Human Evaluation. We also conducted human 527

evaluation with a focus on truncating and length- 528

control decodings. This is because truncating may 529

generate incomplete sentences, which cannot be 530

adequately evaluated by automatic metrics as their 531

ROUGE scores are close. 532

Specifically, we invited three human annotators 533

to compare the two decoding algorithms for NAUS 534

on 50 randomly selected samples, in the setting of 535

Group B, Table 1 (Gigaword headline generation 536

with a target length of 10). The annotation was 537

conducted in a pairwise manner in terms of overall 538

quality and fluency/completeness; average results 539

(wins/loses/ties) are shown in Table 5. It should be 540

mentioned that our annotation was strictly blind: 541

the samples of two systems were presented in ran- 542

dom order and annotators did not know which sys- 543

tem generated a sample. 544
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As seen, our length-control decoding algo-545

rithm largely outperforms the truncating approach546

in terms of both the overall quality and flu-547

ency/completeness. The results are statistically548

significant (p-values< 0.01) in a one-sided bino-549

mial test. This verifies that length-control decod-550

ing is important for summarization, as truncating551

yields incomplete sentences, which are reflected by552

ROUGE scores.553

Additional results. We analyze the beam search554

in length-control decoding in Appendix C and555

present a case study in Appendix D. We also show556

length-transfer performance in Appendix E.557

4 Related Work558

Summarization systems can be generally catego-559

rized into two paradigms: extractive and abstrac-560

tive. Extractive systems extract certain sentences561

and clauses from input, for example, based on562

salient features (Zhou and Rush, 2019) or feature563

construction (He et al., 2012). Abstraction systems564

generate new utterances as the summary, e.g., by565

sequence-to-sequence models trained in a super-566

vised way (Liu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020).567

Recently, unsupervised abstractive summariza-568

tion is attracting increasing attention. For example,569

Yang et al. (2020) propose to use the Lead baseline570

(first several sentences) as the pseudo-groundtruth.571

However, such an approach only works with well-572

structured articles (such as CNN/DailyMail). Wang573

and Lee (2018) and Baziotis et al. (2019) use cycle574

consistency for unsupervised summarization. Zhou575

and Rush (2019) propose a step-by-step decompos-576

able scoring function and perform beam search for577

generate summarization. Schumann et al. (2020)578

propose an edit-based local search approach, which579

allows a more comprehensive scoring function and580

outperforms cycle consistency and beam search.581

Our paper follows Schumann et al. (2020) but582

trains a machine learning model to improve effi-583

ciency and smooth out search noise. Previously,584

Liu et al. (2020) fine-tune a GPT-2 model based on585

search results for unsupervised paraphrasing. We586

extend previous work in a non-trivial way by de-587

signing a non-autoregressive generator and further588

proposing a length-control decoding algorithm.589

Non-autoregressive generation is originally pro-590

posed for machine translation (Gu et al., 2018).591

Recently, Jia et al. (2021) apply non-autoregressive592

models to extractive document-level summariza-593

tion. Su et al. (2021) stack a non-autoregressive594

BERT model with a conditional random field (CRF) 595

for abstractive summarization; since the summary 596

is shorter than the input text, their approach puts 597

multiple end-to-sequence (EOS) tokens at the end 598

of the sentence, and thus is unable to utilize the 599

strong input–output correspondence in the summa- 600

rization task. Yang et al. (2021) apply auxiliary 601

part-of-speech (POS) loss and Qi et al. (2021) ex- 602

plore pretraining strategies for encoder–decoder 603

non-autoregressive summarization; their length is 604

given by POS tag/EOS predictions. All these stud- 605

ies concern supervised summarization, and none 606

can explicitly control the output length. By con- 607

trast, our paper focuses on unsupervised summa- 608

rization. We adopt CTC training in our encoder- 609

only architecture, allowing blank tokens to better 610

align input and output words, which is more ap- 611

propriate for summarization. We further propose 612

a dynamic programming algorithm to control the 613

summary length. 614

5 Conclusion 615

In this work, we propose a non-autoregressive un- 616

supervised summarization model (NAUS), where 617

we further propose a length-control decoding al- 618

gorithm based on dynamic programming. Exper- 619

iments show that NAUS not only archives state- 620

of-the-art unsupervised performance on Gigaword 621

headline generation and DUC2004 datasets, but 622

also is much more efficient than search methods 623

and autoregressive models. Appendices present ad- 624

ditional analyses and length-transfer experiments. 625

Limitation and Future Work. Our paper fo- 626

cuses on unsupervised summarization due to the 627

importance of low-data applications. One limita- 628

tion is that we have not obtained rigorous empirical 629

results for supervised summarization, where the de- 630

veloped model may also work. This is because pre- 631

vious supervised summarization papers lack explic- 632

itly categorization of summary lengths (Yang et al., 633

2020; Qi et al., 2021), making comparisons unfair 634

and problematic (Schumann et al., 2020). This is 635

also evidenced by Su et al. (2021), where the same 636

model may differ by a few ROUGE points when 637

generating summaries of different lengths. Never- 638

theless, we have compared with Su et al. (2021) in 639

our setting and show the superiority of the NAUS 640

under fair comparison. We plan to explore super- 641

vised summarization in future work after we estab- 642

lish a rigorous experimental setup, which is beyond 643

the scope of this paper. 644
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A Proof of Theorem 1834

Theorem 1. (1) If repeating tokens are not merged,835

then the proposed length-control algorithm with836

beam size B = 1 finds the exact optimum BS,T837

being the most probable length-T sentence given838

by S prediction slots. (2) If we merge repeating839

tokens predicted by CTC-trained models, the above840

algorithm may not be exact.841

Proof. [Part (1)] This part concerns a variant of our842

decoding algorithm, which only removes the blank843

token ε but does not merge consecutive repeated844

tokens to a single word, i.e., Eqn. (10) is removed.845

We denote this by Γ′, for example, Γ′(aεεaabbε) =846

aaabb, as opposed to Γ(aεεaabbε) = aabb in our847

algorithm. We now show that, based on Γ′, our848

dynamic programming algorithm in §2.3 with beam849

size B = 1 is an exact inference algorithm.850

We define βs,t = maxb:|b|=s,|Γ′(b)|=t P (b|x),851

where | · | denotes the length of a sequence. In852

other words, βs,t is the maximum probability of s853

tokens that are reduced to t words.854

According to the definition, we have855

β1,0 = P (w1 = ε|x) (13)856

β1,1 = maxw1 6=ε P (w1|x) (14)857

βs,t = 0 for s > t (15)858

In (13), β1,0 refers to the probability of one to-859

ken that is reduced to zero words, in which case,860

the first predicted token can only be the blank to-861

ken ε, corresponding to Eqn. (9) with s = 1 and862

t = 0. Likewise, β1,1 is the maximum probability863

of one token that is reduced to one word. Thus,864

it is the probability of the most probable non-ε to-865

ken, corresponding to Eqn. (11) with s = 1 and866

t = 0. Eqn. (15) asserts that fewer tokens cannot867

be reduced to more words; it is used for mathe-868

matical derivations, but need not to be explicitly869

implemented in our algorithm in §2.3.870

The recursion variable βs,t is computed by871

βs,t = max
{
βs−1,t · P (ws = ε|x),

βs−1,t−1 ·maxws 6=ε P (ws|x)
}
(16)872

In other words, the variable βs,t can inherit βs−1,t873

with a predicted blank token ε, corresponding to874

Eqn. (9); or it can inherit βs−1,t−1 with a predicted875

non-ε token, corresponding to Eqn. (11). Specially,876

if t = 0, then the second term has βs−1,−1 unde-877

fined, and thus is ignored in the max operation.878

Word P (w1|x) P (w2|x)

I 0.39 0.1
like 0.4 0.9

coding 0.1 0
ε 0.11 0

Table 5: An example of predicted probabilities of two
generation slots, where we have a vocabulary of three
words and a blank token ε.

We need the max operator to take the higher 879

probability in the two cases, since βs,t is the max- 880

imum probability of s tokens being reduced to t 881

words. This corresponds to Eqn. (12) with beam 882

size B = 1. 883

To sum up, our inductive calculation guaran- 884

tees that βS,T is the exact maximum probability of 885

maxb:|b|=S,|Γ′(b)|=T P (b|x) for the desired length 886

T with S generation slots; our algorithm (if not 887

merging repeating tokens) gives the correspond- 888

ing BS,T as argmaxP (b|x) under the same con- 889

straints, concluding the proof of Part (1). 890

[Part (2)] CTC training merges consecutive re- 891

peated tokens to a single word, unless separated by 892

the blank token ε (Graves et al., 2006). Since our 893

model is trained by CTC, we should adopt this rule 894

in inference as well. We show in this part that our 895

algorithm, with beam size B = 1, does not yield 896

the exact optimum with an example in Table 5. 897

We consider generating a sentence of two words 898

from the two prediction slots, i.e., S = T = 2. 899

Apparently, the optimal sequence is “I like” with 900

probability 0.39 · 0.9 = 0.351. However, the al- 901

gorithm would predict B1,1 = {“like”} because 902

“like” is the most probably token in the first slot. 903

Then, our algorithm will give B2,2 = {“like I”}, 904

because it has to select a non-repeating token based 905

on Γ, yielding a non-optimal solution. 906

907

It is noted that, if we do not merge repeating 908

tokens as in Γ′, our algorithm will give the exact 909

optimum “like like” in the above example. This 910

shows that merging consecutive repeated tokens 911

requires the decoding algorithm to correct early 912

predictions, and thus, our dynamic programming 913

becomes an approximate inference. Nevertheless, 914

our algorithm is able to generate a sequence of 915

the desired length properly; its approximation hap- 916

pens only when the algorithm compares more rep- 917

etitions with fewer εs versus more εs with fewer 918

repetitions. Such approximation is further allevi- 919

ated by beam search in our dynamic programming. 920

Therefore, the proposed length-control algorithm is 921
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Figure 3: Performance versus the number of training
samples in the setting of Group B, Table 1. Notice that
NAUS is trained by pseudo-groundtruth given by un-
supervised edit-based search (Schumann et al., 2020).
Thus, our approach is indeed unsupervised.

better than truncating a longer sentence; especially,922

our approach generates more fluent and complete923

sentences.924

B Implementation Details925

Our NAUS had a Transformer encoder as the ba-926

sic structure, generally following the settings in927

Vaswani et al. (2017): 6 encoder layers, each hav-928

ing 8 attention heads. The dimension was 512 for929

attention and 2048 for feed-forward modules.930

Our training used a batch size of 4K tokens,931

with a maximum of 200K updates. We used Adam932

with β = (0.9, 0.98). In general, the learning rate933

warmed up to 5e-4 in the first 10K steps, and then934

decayed to 1e-9 with the inverse square-root sched-935

ule, except that we find the maximum learning rate936

of 1e-4 worked better for headline generation with937

the summary length of 8. We set the `2 weight de-938

cay to 0.01. Our length-control decoding algorithm939

had a beam size of 6. More details can be found in940

our repository (Footnote 1).941

Our NAUS training is based on Schumann et al.942

(2020)’s prediction on the input of the Gigaword943

headline generation training set. We show perfor-944

mance against the number of training samples in945

Figure 3. As seen, NAUS outperforms its search946

teacher even with a small set of 0.1 million sam-947

ples. The performance saturates as the number of948

samples increases. Based on this analysis, we used949

3 million samples from the 3.8 million Gigaword950

training set to train our NAUS models.951

C Analysis of Beam Search952

As mentioned, our length-control decoding algo-953

rithm involves beam search within its dynamic pro-954

gramming, because the algorithm does not find955

the exact optimum when it merges repeating words.956
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Figure 4: Performance of our NAUS approach when
equipped with the length-control decoding and the trun-
cated CTC beam search on the Gigaward headline gen-
eration test set. The chosen token at each slot is re-
quired to be 10-most probable.

We analyze the effect of the beam size in our length- 957

control algorithm. 958

In addition, we compare our approach with CTC 959

beam search (Graves et al., 2006).5 Typically, a 960

CTC-trained non-autoregressive model can be de- 961

coded either greedily or by beam search. The 962

greedy decoding finds the most probable token at 963

each step, i.e., w∗i = argmaxwi
P (wi|x), and re- 964

duces the tokens to a sentence by Γ(w1, · · · ,wT ), 965

where T is the number of decoding steps. 966

The CTC beam search algorithm searches for 967

the most likely sentence by marginalizing all 968

token sequences that are reduced to y, i.e., 969

argmaxy

∑
w:Γ(w)=y P (w|x). 970

We show results in Figure 4, where we chose 10- 971

word Gigaword headline generation as the testbed 972

with our NAUS model (Group B, Table 1). Notice 973

that CTC beam search does not control the output 974

length, and for fair comparison, we truncated its 975

generated summaries. This also shows that our 976

novel decoding approach and CTC beam search 977

are distinct algorithms. 978

As seen in Figure 4a, the beam search does play 979

a role in our length-control algorithm. When the 980

beam enlarges from 1 to 6, the performance (or- 981

ange solid line) increases by 1.2 points in ∆R, the 982

difference of total ROUGE in comparison with 983

Schumann et al. (2020) under our replication (Row 984

10, Table 1). However, further increasing the beam 985

size does not yield additional performance gain. 986

This is consistent with previous literature in autore- 987

gressive generation (Meister et al., 2020), which 988

also suggests a beam size of 5–7 is the best in 989

their applications. In terms of the efficiency (Fig- 990

ure 4b), a larger beam size monotonically increases 991

the inference time. However, the overhead of beam 992

5Our implementation of CTC beam search is based on
https://github.com/parlance/ctcdecode
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Input: the united nations condemned saturday an attack on
russian embassy employees in baghdad that claimed the life
of one russian and resulted in the kidnapping of four others
Reference: un condemns murder of russians in iraq with
annan comment
Schumann et al. (2020): attack on russian embassy in
baghdad claimed one in four
NAUS (truncate): an attack on russian embassy employees
in baghdad claimed in kidnapping of four others
NAUS (length control): united nations condemned attack
on russian embassy employees in baghdad

Table 6: Example summaries for Gigaword headline
generation. The gray words are truncated for fair com-
parison.

search is relatively small in our dynamic program-993

ming, and thus we chose a beam size of 6 in our994

experiments.995

Our length-control algorithm significantly out-996

performs CTC beam search (dashed blue lines) in997

terms of both ∆R and efficiency. Especially, CTC998

beam search is three times slower, and degrades999

more significantly than our length-control decoding1000

when the beam size increases.1001

D Case Study1002

We show in Table 6 example summaries generated1003

by our NAUS with truncating and length-control1004

decoding, as well as the previous state-of-the-art1005

method (Schumann et al., 2020). We observe that1006

NAUS without length control generates slightly1007

longer summaries, and if truncated, the output may1008

be incomplete; by contrast, our length-control algo-1009

rithm can generate a fluent and complete sentence1010

of the desired length by dynamic programming.1011

Compared with Schumann et al. (2020), our NAUS1012

(length control) generates a more informative sum-1013

mary that includes the main clause (united nations1014

condemned), which also appears in the reference1015

summary.1016

E Length-Transfer Summary1017

Generation1018

In the main paper, we present results where our1019

NAUS is trained on search outputs (Schumann1020

et al., 2020), which have the same length as the1021

inference target. This follows the common assump-1022

tion in machine learning that training and test sam-1023

ples are independently identically distributed.1024

In this appendix, we show the performance of1025

length-transfer summary generation, where the pre-1026

diction has a different length from that of training.1027

We denote such a model by NAUSi→j , referring to1028

training with i words and testing for j words.1029

As seen in Groups A & B in Table 7, NAUS 1030

with length transfer is slightly worse than NAUS 1031

trained on the correct length, which is understand- 1032

able. Nevertheless, length-transfer decoding still 1033

outperforms the search teacher and other baselines. 1034

Moreover, we consider the third setting in Schu- 1035

mann et al. (2020), where the target length is 50% 1036

of the input. Since it takes time to obtain pseudo- 1037

groundtruths given by the edit-based search, we 1038

would directly transfer already trained NAUS mod- 1039

els to this setting by our length-control decoding. 1040

Results are shown in Group C, Table 7. We ob- 1041

serve NASU10→50% is better than NASU8→50%, 1042

which makes much sense because the latter has 1043

a larger gap during transfer. Remarkably, both 1044

NASU8→50% and NASU10→50% outperform Schu- 1045

mann et al. (2020) and other baselines, achieving 1046

new state-of-the-art unsupervised performance on 1047

this setting as well. 1048

We further compare with Su et al. (2021), who 1049

use a length penalty to encourage short summaries. 1050

However, their length control works in the statisti- 1051

cal sense but may fail for individual samples. More- 1052

over, such a soft length penalty cannot generate 1053

longer summaries than trained. Even in the setting 1054

of 10→ 8, their generates summaries are slightly 1055

longer than required, while the performance de- 1056

grades much faster than NAUS. 1057

These results show that our novel length-control 1058

decoding algorithm is not only effective when gen- 1059

erating summaries of similar length to the train- 1060

ing targets, but also generalizes well to different 1061

desired summary lengths without re-training. In 1062

general, our NAUS is an effective and efficient un- 1063

supervised summarization system with the ability 1064

of explicit length control. 1065
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Group # Approach Len
ROUGE F1

Inf.Time Speedup
R-1 R-2 R-L ∆R

Group A
(desired length 8)

1 Baseline Lead (8 words)† 7.9 21.39 7.42 20.03 -11.12 – –
2

Search
Schumann et al. (2020)† 7.9 26.32 9.63 24.19 0.18 – –

3 Our replication 7.9 26.17 9.69 24.10 0 6.846 1x
4

Learn from
search

Su et al. (2021)8→8 7.7 26.88 9.37 24.54 0.83 0.017 403x
5 Su et al. (2021)10→8 8.4 25.71 8.94 23.65 -1.84 0.018 380x
6 NAUS (truncate) 7.8 27.27 9.49 24.96 1.76 0.005 1369x
7 NAUS8→8 7.8 27.94 9.24 25.50 2.73

0.041 167x
8 NAUS10→8 7.9 27.12 9.08 24.86 1.10

Group B
(desired length 10)

9
Baseline

Lead (10 words)† 9.8 23.03 7.95 21.29 -10.2 – –
10 Wang and Lee (2018)† 10.8 27.29 10.01 24.59 -0.58 – –
11 Zhou and Rush (2019)† 9.3 26.48 10.05 24.41 -1.53 – –
12

Search
Schumann et al. (2020)† 9.8 27.52 10.27 24.91 0.23 – –

13 Our replication 9.8 27.35 10.25 24.87 0 9.217 1x
14

Learn from
search

Su et al. (2021)8→10 – – – – – – –
15 Su et al. (2021)10→10 9.4 27.86 9.88 25.51 0.78 0.020 461x
16 NAUS (truncate) 9.8 28.24 10.04 25.40 1.21 0.005 1843x
17 NAUS8→10 9.9 28.32 9.58 25.46 0.89

0.044 210x
18 NAUS10→10 9.8 28.55 9.97 25.78 1.83

Group C
(desired length

50% of the input)

19
Baseline

Lead (50% words)† 14.6 24.97 8.65 22.43 -4.58 – –
20 Févry and Phang (2018)† 14.8 23.16 5.93 20.11 -11.43 – –
21 Baziotis et al. (2019)† 15.1 24.70 7.97 22.41 -5.55 – –
22

Search
Schumann et al. (2020)† 14.9 27.05 9.75 23.89 0.06 – –

23 Our replication 14.9 27.03 9.81 23.79 0 17.462 1x
24

Learn from
search

Su et al. (2021)8→50% – – – – – – –
25 Su et al. (2021)10→50% – – – – – – –
26 NAUS8→50% 14.9 28.39 9.78 24.94 2.48 0.052 336x
27 NAUS10→50% 14.9 28.53 9.88 25.10 2.88

Table 7: Analysis of length-transfer summary generation. A subscript i→ j (or j%) refers to a model trained with
i words and tested for j (or j%) words. Len: Average length of predicted summaries. R-1, R-2, R-L: ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L. ∆R: The difference of total ROUGE (sum of R-1, R-2, and R-L) in comparison with the
(previous) state-of-the-art model (Schumann et al., 2020) under replication. Inf.Time: Average inference time in
seconds for one sample on an i9-9940X CPU and a RTX6000 GPU. Speedup: Relative to Schumann et al. (2020).
†Results quoted from previous papers; others are given by our experiments. Su et al. (2021)’s approach has a soft
length penalty to encourage short output, but cannot generate longer summaries than trained.
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